One of the major goals of the Research Administration, Kuwait University, is to support and develop institutional research activity through the application of advanced technologies to benefit the university and society through the process of scientific advancement in diverse fields and specializations. To sustain this process, Kuwait University’s policies and objectives are clearly directed at offering quality of services to researchers, and encouraging them through various mechanisms to support and enhance their research activities, for disseminating knowledge by supporting their research, books and publications, registering patents and establishing the basis for investing them commercially and industrially. Accordingly, requisite rules, regulations and procedures have been evolved to register and record inventions and discoveries of Kuwait University Faculty research community, whether staff members, students or
others, which can be invested commercially and industrially, as well as evolving intellectual rights of authorship for writers of publications and books that Kuwait University prints, outlining their specific functions and responsibilities. These rules aim at enhancing a close coordination between Kuwait University and the researchers as regards the Intellectual Property Rights and Patent Registration, through explicit policies and rules governing registration of inventions or discoveries achieved at Kuwait University, including permission for their use, while protecting the respective rights of both – Kuwait University and the inventor. In addition, the intellectual rights of authors and writers have also been evolved, specifying their functions and responsibilities within the framework of rules and regulations for organizing the authorship rights.

Protection of *Intellectual Property Rights* and *Patents Registration* at Kuwait University are done through the Patent Office, under the Vice President for Research.
The Patent Office was established in response to Kuwait University President’s Decision No. 886, issued on April 30, 2005, to deal with legislative matters and procedures concerning legal protection of inventions achieved by KU faculty, students and staff.

Purpose of Establishing the Patent Office at KU

- Providing legal protection to discoveries and inventions achieved by researchers at Kuwait University.

- Supporting developmental plans of industrial activity in the State of Kuwait through providing information on local and international inventions for governmental and private sectors.

- Encouraging researchers at Kuwait University to discover and innovate, and to participate in supporting industrial and economic development in the State of Kuwait.
Cooperating with other offices of Patent Registration, regionally and internationally, in the field of Patent Registration and Intellectual Property Rights.

Encouraging investment of Patent Registration, leading to developing the level of industrial technology.

Mission & Goals of Patent Office

Undertaking the registration and documentation procedures for inventions achieved by researchers at Kuwait University.

Providing legal protection for Patent Registration in the University, protecting the researchers rights depending on their inventions, and initiating all legal procedures in this regard.

Offering services and information concerning Patent Registration.

Implementing cooperation program with organizations and
institutions, regionally and internationally, as well as research centers in the field of Patent Registration and Intellectual Property Rights.

• Investing University Patent Registration in the local market.

• Marketing information of Patent Registration in the industrial and economic sectors in the State of Kuwait.

• Holding conferences and scientific symposia concerning Patent Registration and Intellectual Property Rights, in general.

• Preparing research, publishing manuals and information guide(s) on Patent Registration and Intellectual Property Rights.

• Preparing instruction manuals and guides concerning procedures of Patent Registration within and outside.
Patent Office

- Saving and organizing applications and records of Patent Registration.

- Giving opinions and consultations concerning Patent Registration and Intellectual Property Rights in general.

- Studying Patent Registration applications, in the light of the subject and its applicability, and taking requisite decision as regards its registration.

- Offering legal consultation to inventors concerning Patent Registration, and its investment.